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Payment systems have continued to change for several decades and pay-
ment transformation is an ongoing process. However, while the process may be 
taking place everywhere in the world, the actual path it follows is specific to 
each country or region. Transforming payment systems in Europe is a compila-
tion of eight chapters, each one is a distinct paper written by renowned academ-
ics and payment professionals from five European countries: Belgium, Finland, 
Germany, the Netherland, and Poland. While each chapter focuses on develop-
ments in payments that are taking place in Europe, many of the topics and 
themes are applicable to the development in payments throughout the world. The 
chapters deal with current and timely issues that are occurring now, but the book 
also allows readers to glimpse into the future of payments in Europe and else-
where. That is because many of the processes analyzed in the book have funda-
mental influence on the future of payments in general. 

It is important to note that even though Europe may not be representative of 
the rest of the world, Europe has been at the forefront of payment innovation. 
Several European countries adopted electronic and mobile payments relatively 
early on, especially when compared to the United States. Therefore many of the 
new payment developments that are taking place in Europe are likely to affect 
the future of payments everywhere, just like past transformation in payments in 
Europe was later adopted elsewhere. For example, the EMV or chip-and-PIN 
card system has existed in Europe for several years, but it is yet has to be widely 
available in the United States. Although newly issued cards in the U.S. are equipped 
with a chip, even the new credit cards are chip-and-signature, not PIN. That example 
demonstrates that payment transformations that are taking place in Europe are fre-
quently a precursor to payment transformation in other parts of the world. 

Although the common theme of the book is payment transformation in Eu-
rope, each chapter in the book deals with a different and distinct area of techno-
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logical development in payments. In particular, payment transformation any-
where – including in Europe – is an evolution rather than a revolution. In other 
words, changes occur slowly because they are influenced not only by the techno-
logical developments, but also by the demand by consumers, merchants, and 
governments on the demand side, and by the institutional financial arrangements 
and regulation on the supply side. Technology changes fast, but it is only a nec-
essary, not a sufficient condition for payment transformation. The book does  
a very good job of combining technological developments with other issues that 
affect payment markets, including consumer preferences, behavioral economics, 
regulatory changes, and other factors that jointly shape what we observe as the 
payments landscape. 

In the remaining part of my review, rather than collapsing all the chapters 
into a single summary, I will briefly describe each of them separately. However, 
before doing that, let me point out what I consider to be an interesting observa-
tion about several of the chapters: even though the authors describe and analyze 
developments that often involve advanced technological innovation, one com-
mon theme throughout the book is the role of cash. It seems that cash remains  
a very important payment instrument, even if its role varies across countries, 
even within Europe. 

In Chapter 1, Bott and Milkau emphasize the influence of digitalization on 
payment services. Digitalization changed the way payments are conducted in 
many ways. One of them is a diminished role of banks and an increased role of 
non-bank payment intermediaries, as new types of transactions have become 
secure. Because of the digitalization of payments, the traditional four-party 
model of exchange between banks, consumers, and merchants, may no longer be 
applicable. New and complex systems of multiple platforms may emerge. It 
remains to be seen how the current transformation develops. 

In Chapter 2, Harasim focuses on the transformation in retail payments 
from cash to non-cash payment instruments across the various regions of the 
world and across countries. Harasim shows interesting statistics by region over 
time, and carefully separates retail payments into various types, based on who 
the payor and payee are. Importantly, the author recognizes the contribution of 
many factors to the payment use at any given time: although innovation is neces-
sary, the network aspects of payments create the need for cooperation among all 
the players involved. Thus, new standards have to be developed, all the stake-
holders must cooperate, and merchants and consumers have to have incentives to 
shift their payment behavior. In particular, the author recognizes the effect of 
consumers’ habits and preferences on payment use. 
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In Chapter 3, Van Hove presents a very interesting application of behavioral 
economics in payments. He discusses the results of an experiment, where con-
sumers were ‘nudged’ towards shifting from cash to less-costly types of pay-
ments. His is one of few empirical studies showing how consumers could be 
persuaded to change their behavior in ways other than by introducing new regu-
lation or by adjusting prices. 

In Chapter 4, Bartzsch and Seitz focus on the demand and supply of cash. 
One of the very interesting contributions of their paper is that while cash is typi-
cally modeled as homogenous good in the money and payments literature, the 
authors show that cash is not homogenous. Instead, cash has several different 
purposes, including a payment instrument for conducting transactions and stor-
age of value. Cash demand is not uniform, but rather depends on the purpose and 
on the availability of substitutes. Thus, for example, cards constitute a substitute 
for cash as a means of conducting transactions, but not for storage of value. De-
mand for small denominations corresponds to the use of cash for transactions 
and is therefore influenced by the availability of cards, while demand for large 
denominations corresponds to the use of cash as a store of value. 

In Chapter 5, Jonker compares interchange fee regulation across different 
countries. This is a very important topic because payment cards have been and 
continue to be widely used in all developed countries. Jonker discusses the simi-
larities and differences across countries in each country’s regulatory environ-
ment. Interchange fee regulation has played a much more significant role in Eu-
rope than in the United States, but regulation will likely continue to develop 
everywhere. 

In Chapter 6, Górka analyzes non-bank service providers and their competi-
tive position relative to banks. Among other issues, he tackles an important and 
controversial question of whether non-bank service providers should be assigned 
accounts at central banks. On the one hand, granting new entrants the same 
privileges that the banks have fosters competition and innovation. On the other 
hand, there are complex trade-offs between those benefits and the potential costs 
in terms security and standards requirements. 

In Chapter 7, Krueger discusses mobile payments and many factors that 
must exist for the mobile payments to be successful: availability of technology, 
achieving critical mass, appropriate regulation that ensures stability but does not 
discourage innovation, compatible standards, and others. This is a growing mar-
ket everywhere – not only in Europe and the U.S., but also in developing coun-
tries, so this informative and careful analysis is timely and important.  

In Chapter 8, Leinonen examines blockchain technology and its application 
to various payment systems. The technology has been used in virtual currency 
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systems, but it has many other applications as well, including traditional pay-
ment systems. Although Leinonen points out to several advantages of virtual 
currencies, including Bitcoin, he is objective in his assessments. He also de-
scribes various disadvantages of Bitcoin, including its risk, and lays out what 
should be the objective for public policy associated with any payment systems: 
allow innovation while also ensuring competition and protecting safety and se-
curity of the payment system. 

This is an important book for any researcher interested in payment system 
theory, application, or regulation, not only in Europe, but anywhere in the world. 
 


